PARTNERSHIP
DREAMS AND GOALS | FIGHT FOR YOUR DREAMS
LESSON NOTES
1. You will never ever outgrow warfare… you must simply _________________________
____________.
2. A ____________comes about with much business and painful effort.
The thief comes only to steal, kill and destroy...

3. The number one thing Satan will use to stop you from dreaming is
_________________.
•

F-false

•

E-evidence

•

A-appearing

•

R-real

4. Before a boxer ever steps foot into the ring, he _________________ has to train.
T.R.A.I.N.

5. T: ___________ with a good coach.

You need to have someone speaking truth into your life.

6. The secret of your future is hidden in your ________________________________.
7. Listen to faith building materials ____________________.
8. R: ________________ intense focus.
9. The reason men fail is __________________________________.
•

Some ways Satan distracts us is by:
Time

•

Age

•

Words

•

People

•

Lack of money

KEY: 1. learn to fight 2. dream 3. fear 4. first 5. train 6. daily routine 7. consistently 8. requires 9. broken focus 10. everyday 11. always 12. intimidate 13. words 14. sword of the spirit
15. praise God 16. never 17. name of Jesus REFERENCES: Ecclesiastes 5:3, John 10:10, Proverbs 4:23
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10. Do something _________________ to keep your dreams alive.
11. A: _________________ be aware of your weaknesses.

Bad habits are not cured overnight.
Guard your heart with all diligence for from His flows the springs of life.

12. I: _______________ your opponent.
13. You intimidate with your __________________.
14. The ONLY weapon God has given us to do damage to the devil is the _______________
_______________________________.
“Praise is the shortest distance between you and God”- Jerry Savelle

15. The greatest expression of your faith is when you _____________________________.
16. N: __________________ throw in the towel.
17. All of heaven stands at attention at the _________________________________.

1. What is your dream? _________________________________________________.
2. Take an inventory of who you hang out with. Which relationships are positive? Negative? Do your best to avoid those who pull you down, and stay away from dream stealers.
Proverbs 13:20 (ISV); “Whoever keeps company with the wise becomes wise, bUt the companion of fools suffers harm.”
POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS		

NEGATIVE RELATIONSHIPS

3. Make a plan for each positive relationship. Write out some steps you can take (with
target dates) to enhance the relationships; for each negative relationship, write out some
steps you will take to distance yourself from the relationship.
4. Pray daily – ask God for the wisdom and strength to follow through with your plan.
Journal what you believe He is telling you as you go through this process.

KEY: 1. learn to fight 2. dream 3. fear 4. first 5. train 6. daily routine 7. consistently 8. requires 9. broken focus 10. everyday 11. Always 12. intimidate 13. words 14. sword of the spirit
15. praise God 16. Never 17. name of Jesus REFERENCES: Ecclesiastes 5:3, John 10:10, Proverbs 4:23
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